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Problems of the “Washington Consensus”
and the Road to its Overcome : Towards Application of the
“Post−Washington Consensus” to Latin America.
Maiko Mori
In this article, the author intends to analyze so called the “Post−Washington Consensus”, the recent economic
policies after the criticism of the “Washington Consensus”. The author defines the “Post−Washington
Consensus” in the wide sense, which includes : slightly reformed policy of IMF and the World Bank, critical
opinions on the policies of these international financial institutions from the liberal economists, alternative
theories and policies, which are criticizing neo−liberal economics (“anti−IMF/World Bank Washington
Consensus”). In the last of these groups, the author analyzes especially Latin Americans economic programs and
policies as one of the “Post−Washington Consensus”. The author outlines the “solidarity economy” and the
“Buenos Aires Consensus”, and analyzes that these concepts could be supplementary, not always antagonistic to
the “Post−Washington Consensus” of IMF and the World Bank.
In Chapter I, the author reviews the “Washington Consensus” and its problems. Chapter II shows the criticism
of the “Washington Consensus” in IMF/World Bank, criticism from the liberal economists, and the “anti−IMF/
World Bank Washington Consensus” (mainly “the solidarity economy” and “the Buenos Aires Consensus” in
Latin America). Chapter III compares these concepts and discusses the supplemental or antagonistic aspects of
these polices.
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